
 

EDUCATION AND SKILLS COMMITTEE 

MUSIC TUITION IN SCHOOLS INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM St Mary’s Music School  

Music has unique powers to communicate, bring happiness and wellbeing, to empower, 
individuals and groups, to improve organisational skills and depth of thought, it rewards a life-
long appreciation and inspires the human spirit.   There is an extensive body of literature 
available which highlights the transferable skills the study of a musical instrument can bring: 
social skills, fine motor skills, patience, persistence, dedication, the study of the abstract 
language of music which in itself develops a range of cognitive functions.  For these reasons 
we believe Government should plan to systematically develop opportunities for music-making 
to flourish throughout our society.  

Scotland should have a world leading framework for music education – the benefits of 
investing in future generations would be exciting and hugely positive.  Equally, the continued 
failure to address the matter of funding for music education in Scotland, would have 
profoundly damaging and negative consequences. 

Access 

Richard Gill was one of the world’s foremost music educators. His TED talk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeRus3NVbwE beautifully illustrates the multiple benefits of 

music to the human condition.  His statement:  

“every child should have access to properly taught music in the hands of a properly taught 
teacher”   

provides an ideal starting point for any national music strategy.   

We believe that every child in Scotland should take part in singing with their class each and 
every day from nursery onwards.  Every child should then have the opportunity to experience 
what it is like to play a simple musical instrument.  This could take the shape of a short 3 
month course. It should be in the middle stages of primary (ideally P3) and should be a natural 
extension of the singing that has being going on in class. 

Development 

Those children that show an interest in pursuing the study of a musical instrument should be 
given the opportunity to study the instrument with a specialist instrumental teacher for the 
remainder of their primary years.  This should be free of charge and should start no later than 
P4.  It should be noted that this requires someone responsible for the music development of 
the children in each and every school as well as the provision of specialist instrumental staff 
in each and every school.  An instrument of reasonable quality will be required for each and 
every child. 

As children move to secondary school their instrumental studies should continue and this 
should form part of their transition arrangements.  If a charge is going to be made it must be 
reasonable and proportionate to the family’s income.  The child should retain a school 
instrument until they acquire one of their own.  In our experience families of children who take 
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their playing seriously will be resourceful in finding a way for their child to own an instrument 
of their own. 

Excellence 

The situation in Scotland is well provided for once children show the aptitude and potential to 
study an instrument to the highest level.  St Mary’s Music School has 33 Boarding Places 
available for children from throughout the country to pursue a specialist music education.  
Families pay an affordable contribution to the school fees thanks to the Scottish Government 
Aided Places Scheme.   

In addition, there are 4 Centres of Excellence throughout the country that provide music 
education within a typical secondary education.  In addition, the RCS provides weekend 
instrumental teaching which hones excellence in those who can afford the classes and who 
can travel to Glasgow each weekend. 

The National Picture 

A consistency of provision across the country is something that needs to be achieved.  It is 
simply unacceptable for children to be excluded from the study of music on grounds of cost 
due to a ‘postcode lottery’.  It never has been sensible, reasonable or pragmatic to entrust 
the music education of Scotland’s Young People to 32 Local Authorities who have had other 
funding allocations to consider and who, quite understandably, have developed different 
approaches and policies towards providing music teaching over the past few decades. 

We would contend that it is more affordable and generally easier for a Scottish child to engage 
in sport than in music, but we would argue that developing young people’s skills in music is 
every bit as important in a well-rounded education in order to promote development and 
wellbeing.  A country that is not actively developing music and the arts is neglecting the very 
fabric of its culture.  

 

 


